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Exclusive

Howard University Sought Center
To Research Biology and Violence
A black Howard University political scientist, Ronald Walters, in last year's NIH reauthorization bill ''to encourage biomediPh.D., has led efforts in the last year to stop federal funding for cal and behavioral research'' in ''the study of violence.'' The
studieson possible genetic and other biological links to violence new language, approved by Congress, also identifies ''historically black colleges and universities'' as "research centers of
and crime. He charges this research is racist.
PROBE has now learned, however, that Howard, a black excellence" to facilitate future funding of the Howard violence
university in Washington, D.C., last year tried to set up a initiative.
Cordial discussions between Howard's senior vice president
research center to study biological aspects of violence at its
medical school. Howard officials obtained help from Senator for health affairs, internist Russell L. Miller, M.D., Sen. Pell,
ClaibornePell (D-R.I.), who arranged for provisionsthat appear Chairman of the Labor and Human Resources Committee,
District of Colwnbia correctional psychiatrist Bill Davidson,
M.D., andother administrators and researcherswho were planning the Howard research center still were on track as late as
last April. In an April 14 letter, on Howard letterhead, Miller
tells two project planners, "I am writing to bring you up-todate on some of the most recent developments related to our
proposed research activities involving the study of violence.''
DepartingNational Institutesof Health (NIH) director Bernadine
Healy, M.D., and a high-level aide- who both leave NIH this Letter Updates Progress
month - have offered a series of shifting, contradictory, and
He describes a meeting with Dr. Davidson and other Washdeceptive reasons for cancelling an approved grant for a ington area planners, and a subsequent visit to NIH to discuss
conferenceon biological factors in crime. The meeting was to the project with officials there. He also tells of an exchange of
have been run by the University of Maryland, at College Park, letters with Sen. Pell's office, and says that congressionalstaffusing a now-terminated $78,000 peer-approved NIH grant.
ers had accepted some of the changes he had suggested to
The NIH officials' blocking action, which began before last accommodate the proposed center at Howard.
fall's presidential elections, have set back studies and discus'' As you will note, not all of the recommendations were
sion of how controversial research on biological factors in accepted, but a significant nwnber were," Miller wrote. "I
violence and crime should proceed. The feel very good about his [Pell's] commitment to helping us."
officials thus have handed a significantvieBoth Pell and Howard president Franklyn Jenifer attended a
Analysis
tory to an odd coalition of black activists dinner at an elegant Washington restaurant to celebrate the
and opponents of drug therapy for psychi- project's progress, according to forensic psychiatrist Laurence
atric patients. The action by Healy, and her associate, physiolo- R. Tancredi, M.D., of New Yorlc,who was one of the planners.
gist John W. Diggs, Ph.D., who is NIH deputy director for
''It was sort of an inaugural dinner -this thing was going to
extramuralresearch, also undermines the integrity of the health get underway!'' Tancredi said last month by phone.
agency's peer-review system for grant approval.
Healy, meanwhile, has set up a more widely-based confer- Forward Motion Stops
ence on NIH research on anti-social, aggressive, and violenceBut shortly thereafter, and apparently without direct menrelatedbehaviorsand their consequences(PROBE, April). This tion of the biology-and-violence center planned for his own
continued on page7
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l'-aseAgainst ScientistsIs FallingApartl
The spuriouscase against Nobelist David Baltimore, Ph.D., and
his co-investigator Thereza Imanishi-Kari, Ph.D., who is an
immunologist, continues to unravel. Here are recent
developments:
Imanishi-Kariand several co-authorspublishedtwo research
papers in April in the mainstream Journal of Immunologythat
appearto confirmandextend the findings in a 1986paper in the
journal Cell. This is the paper for which she and Baltimore
have been accused, by Rep. John D. Dingell (D-Mich.), of
fraud. Publication of the new papers - which both cite the
1986 Cell paper in the references - all but eliminates the
possibilitythat the earlier work was fraudulent,since it can be
asswned that the immunologyjournal's editors scrutinized the
new reports with exquisite care.
''This will have been reviewed up the gills, no dou:t,tabout
it!" exclaimed immunologist Darcy Wilson, Ph.D., of the San
Diego Regional Cancer Center, in La Jolla, by phone. Wilson
is a friend and supporterof Imanishi-Kari.
Meanwhile,two architects of the case against Baltimoreand
Imanishi-.Karihave been sharply put down by the National
Institutes of Health (NIH). The reason is that they were using
governmenttime, resources, and office space to try to hang a
''plagiarism'' rap on an academic researcher; he is an historian
who is wholly outside the biomedical nexus and receives no
federal funding.
While NIH's detennination that the NIH gwnshoes, as they
have been dubbed, "was beyond [the agency's] mission," this
does not prove they were out of line on the Cell paper. But it
does identify them as irresponsible.

by chemistWalter Stewart, Ph.D., and cell biologist Ned Feder,
M.D., of NIH, based on interviews and docwnents. Their
findings led NIH to suspend hnanishi-Kari's grants, and provided the basis for the grilling she and Baltimore were subjected to by Dingell.

PlagiarismCharged

In their most recent excursion, which may prove to be their
undoing, Stewart and Feder created a computer program that
they say detects plagiarism. They used it, on NIH time, to
analyzebooks written by Universityof Massachusettshistorian
and Lincoln biographer, Stephen B. Oates, who had been accused of plagiarizingmaterial from earlier Lincoln biographies.
This charge, by one of Oates' colleagues, had been rejected by
the AmericanHjstotical Associatic:m,an<\by his_universjty. ~ ~
Using NIH overnight envelopes, Stewart and Federclmeininated widely their findings that Oates had lifted several hundred phrases and clauses - but apparently no whole sentences
- from earlier writers.
The historianquickly complainedto federal authoritiesabout
Stewart and Feder's "wrongful activity," and requested "immediate corrective action to prevent [them] from continuing
their unauthorizednon-government,non-scientificwork.''
The NIH acted with alacrity: Stewart and Feder' s Qfficewas
closed - over Dingell' s objections - and they were reassigned to other duties.
''Their work is just a mismatch for what we do here,'' an
NIH official stated.
Asked to comment on Feder and Stewart's downfall, Baltimore told Science(April 16):
FraudWas Alleged
''I'm relieved.... [1beir] apparent scientificrigor is nothing
In the Cell "case" - which has been tried in Dingell's of the sort-they don't understandthe issues they get involved
hearing room and in the press, but never in court - Baltimore in. It's about time the government realized that it was paying
and Imanishi-Kariwere accused of malfeasance and ftaud by a for this kind of anti-scholarshipactivity, and shut them down.''
disgruntledpost-doctoralresearcherin her lab, MargotO'Toole,
###
Ph.D. A federal attorney declined to bring charges. But administrative sanctions against Imanishi-Kari continue at NIH, de- It's about time, too, that NIH and Dingell, andtheir followersin
priving her of funding. Baltimore lost a prestigious job, as the press acknowledge that Stewart and Feder generated
unfounded charges against Baltimore and Imanishi-Kari, and
presidentof RockefellerUniversity.
clear therr reputations.
Their alleged malfeasance, what is more, has been seized take the stepsneeaedlo
upon by Dingell, and by reporters, including Philip J. Hilts, Jr.,
of the New York 1imes,as evidence that American biomedical
sciencehas become corrupt - and needs to be controlled. But
the case's shortcomings have not been nearly as well reported
Editor and Publisher
as the accusationsagainstBaltimoreand Imanishi-Kari(PROBE,
David R. Zimmerman
Nov., Dec. '91, May, Aug., '92).
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New Data Erode
OldWisdom
On Cholesterol
We foresee a major shift - perhaps already in progress -with
regard to scientific findings on cho lesterol and heart disease,
and their translation into medical and dietary practices.
As often happens in a change of th is kind, those who wrote
the current interpretations and policies are hanging back. This
old guard includes researchers, policy-makers and health edu cators at the American Heart Association (AHA), in Dallas, and
the National Cholesterol Education Program (NCEP), at NIH,
which draws support from a coalition of health organizations.
The changeinvolves what to do about high cholesterol. Few
experts would oppose the notion that, by and large, high cholesterol levels are dangerous, low ones much safer. The problem is,
Whoneeds to lower his or her cholestero l? When?And How?
The current AHA/NCEP view is that everyone should find
out his or her cholesterol, from blood tests, and then strive
throughout life to keep it low - mainly through diet. The
emerging view is that, extreme cases aside, cholesterol is not of
great concern until, say, age 35 or 40 in men, and perhaps later
in women. So while it undoubted ly wou ld be wise, for a variety
of reasons, for Americans to consume less cho lesterol and less
of the cholesterol-making saturated fatty acids in meat and
dairy products, this may not be a very efficient health measure.

Findings Described
Recent studies have clarified these matters, showing that:
• Diet is not an effective way for healthy peop le, who have
not been frightened into compliance by a heart attack or other
heart disease, to lower their cho lestero l leve ls. Reductions of 3
to 5% are the norm, albeit greater reductions can be achieved
by vegetarians and other avid dieters.
• New drugs, and part icular ly those of the clas s called coenzyme A reductase inhibitors, are very effectiv e, and also
apparently very safe in lowering cholesterol. Redu ction s of25
to 30% are standard .
New data that strongly bolster these findings were published
in the April 29 New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM) by
internist Donald B. Hunninghake, M.D., of the Minneapolis
Heart Disease Prevention Clinic, and two dozen co-investigators. The work was supported by Merck , the maker of one of
these drugs, lovastatin (Mevacor),which was used in the study.
The researchers switched 97 patients with mildly ele vated cholesterol leve ls between four regimens: a normal ly high-fat diet
+ dummy medication; a low-fat diet + dummy medication; a
high-fat diet+ lovastatin; and a low-fat diet+ lovastatin. Each
person was on each regimen for 9 weeks .
When diet was the only effect ive therapy, because the patients were taking dummy med ication, their level s of LDL
(low-density lipoprotein) or "bad" cho lesterol fell 5% on average. But lovastatin cut LDL cho lesterol by an average of 27%
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during both high-fat and low-fat diet periods.
When patients taking the drug also were on the low-fat diet,
their LDL cholesterol levels were a third (32%) lower than
when they were on the high-fat diet and not taking the drug.
These findings show, as spokesmen for AHA and NCEP
stressed in recent telephone interviews, that diet and drugs have
additive benefit: Both are helpful when used together . But
these results also show that the low dose of the drug (20 mg/
day) used in this study is five times more effective than the
rigorous NCEP Step 2 diet with which it was compared .
What was worse, from the dietary point of view, is that the
NCEP diet lowered patients' levels of HDL (high-density lipoprotein) cholesterol, which is the "good" cholesterol that
appears to protect against heart disease. The drug, however,
raised HDL levels. This led Dr. Hunninghake and his colleagues to conclude :
''The reduction in LDL cholesterol produced by the diet was
smal l, and its benefit was possibly offset by the accompanying
reduction in the level of HDL cholesterol."

Results Raise Doubts
Why the diet adversely affected HDL is not known. But this
finding is a devastating blow to the dietary approach, since it
suggests - but does not prove - that a cholesterol-lowering diet,
for all the denial offood pleasure it entails, may be worthless.
This study, and others like it, indicate that the main preven tive method for people who have heart disease, or are at high
risk of it, should be - and probably already is - drug therapy.
The public health problem is what to do for the many young to
middle-aged Americans who have moderately elevated cholesterol.
Doctors, rightly, are afraid to put millions of essentially
healthy people on a powerful - and costly - cholesterollowerin g drug; tl1ey fear that the side effects may outweigh the
benefits. On the other hand, if a rigorous diet is only of
questionab le value, then the less rigorous Step 1 NCEP starter
diet may be, at bes t, a waste of time.
The shift we see coming - and it is foreshadowed in an
editorial in the same NEJM issue - is that doctors will treat
people with high' cholesterol or other risk factors with both diet
and drugs. But they will reject the current AHA/NCEP notion
that cholesterol cowiting and control should be a life-long
concern for all Americans, starting when they are children.

Counterpoint
''The AHA and the NCEP recommend that patients follow
a Step I or Step 2 [fat- and cholesterol-lowering] diet for
six months to achieve the maximwn benefit before taking
cholesterol-lowering drugs. This study had patients diet
for only 9 weeks. 1his may not have been enough.
"Dietary lowering of HDL cholesterol as observed in
this study is a concern ... [but may] be temporary . ...
'' A low-fat, low-cholesterol diet as recommended for
the past 30 years by the AHA has been.shown to have longterm health benefits and is inexpensive, risk-free and without side effects.'' - American Heart Association

Statement on Hunninghakestudy
But: Is this diet any fun?
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Critics Collide in Provocative New
On Clash Of Fundamentalism and
clear agreement on this critical point:
genius - and the key to accommodatHistorically and intellectually, scientific ing diversity in a heterogenous society
inquiry, political democracy, and
- is a public process, he says. lnfonnacapitalism are interdependent. They
tion and ideas generated by scientists,
express the relentlessly questioning
journalists, or anyone else, are pubspirit of the Modem Age -which
lished, and are routinely critiqued and
Appleyard hates and Rauch loves.
attacked by others. Those which survive
For Appleyard, science is major
this rigorous scrutiny do so because they
research findings and theories about
either reflect anaccurate description of
nature, and also scientists'.pronouncenature (the sun is at the center of the
ments about the meaning of these
universe) or a verifiable human insight.
discoveries. For Rauch, on the other
They are retained until superseded by
new and more critically defensible
hand, science is an open-ended process
propositions. Meanwhile, indefensible
of discovery: It provides useful information about the world and ourselves,
ideas (the earth is the center of the
but yields no abiding truths.
universe), are laughed off, marginalized,
Science ''works,'' Appleyard
Rauch says, along with the spiritual and
laments. Its findings - that the solar
metaphysical comforts (man is on earth;
God is in the heavens) - they may have
system is heliocentric rather than
anthropocentric,as the medieval church provided.
taught - cannot be denied. So UnderTruth Sought
standing ... , reminiscent ofT.S. Eliot,
For Rauch, this process, which denies
is an impassioned- and in places
Troth,with a capital T, is intellectually
brilliant - effort to defame, debunk, or
at the least escape science and the social invigorating, the secret of Western
and political uncertainties through which civilization's success. He takes great
pains to defend it, not only against oldit thrives. Christianmysticism is one of
the not wholly satisfactoryrefuges that
fashioned fundamentalists like Salman
Rushdie's tormentor, the late Ayatollah
Appleyard finds.
Khomeini. As dangerous, he writes, are
Attacks Anticipated
our home-grown ''kindly inquisitors,''
who would suppress free inquiry and
Rauch cedes the private realm to
free expression because it is deemed
Appleyard, and to each and every other
offensive to blacks, Jews, women,
belief and believer. The liberal science
he upholds as modem man's continuing homosexuals, or anyoneelse.
Not that he may not share some of
these inquisitors' feelings; Rauch
identifies himself as a Jewish homoAgreement Found
sexual. But, he warns, every effort to
squelch free speech or thought because
Rauch's fear, the opposite of
it offends somebody requires a judge to
Appleyard's, is religious and secular
decide what is to be suppressed. That
fundamentalism. He is particularly
judge, says Rauch, is an inquisitor or an
worried about the new authoritarianism
inquisition - and anathema to critical
- political rectitude - that is justified
thinking and freedom.
in the U.S. on hwnanitarian and egalitarAppleyard's quite contrary belief is
ian grounds. He says it dangerously
that science, in its relentless analysis of
threatens our democratic freedoms. The
hwnan understanding and of nature, has
self-selectedpolitically correct guardwholly alienated all of us from the world
ians of virtue, Rauch charges, are the
and from ourselves. Decrying
''new inquisitors'' - whom we should
Descartes, whom he sees as the instigafear and resist.
continued on next page
The two contradictory authors are in

Two newly published books strike at the
heart of the fierce current debate
between inquiry and authority, between
science andfundamenta/ism. This
conflict-which both authors correctly
identify as the central issue of our times
-also animates PROBE,s exploration
of news events and ideas. So we
welcome this debate, in which we are
quite partisan.
One book, already a best-seller in
England, is by London journalist Bryan
Appleyard;it is called Understanding
the Present (Doubleday), with the
subtitle "science and the
Books & Ideas soul of modem
inan.,, It is an
angry and despairing attack on science
and on science-based beliefs, or
scientism,which Appleyard holds
responsible for most contemporary
social and moral ills. Particularly, he
says science has denigrated, and all but
destroyed, revealed religion, simple faith
-and peace of mind.
The second, contrary, but oddly
complementary,book is by an American
journalist, Jonathan Rauch; it is entitled
KindlyInquisitors(University of
Chicago), with the subtitle "the new
attacks on free thought.,, It is a passionate defense of what Rauch calls "liberal
science,'' exemplified by the critical
public skepticism that characterizes
scientific,historical, and journalistic
inquiry.
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Volumes
Science
tor, he says:
''Science trapped us all in our private
reasons. It divided us from our world,
locked us in the annored turrets of our
consciousness. Outside was an alien
landscape which was either illusory or
meaningless, inside wasthe only
possessionof which we could be sure the continual, anxious chattering of our
self-awareness. Our souls were removed from our bodies (p. 56-57)."

Few Choices Available

Does Knowledge Kill Beauty?
While ponderingBryan Appleyard's complaint about science - that it
demystifiesnature,and so destroysbeautyand truth- we stoppedin on the
Greater New York Orchid Show, at Manhattan's World Financial Center.
Breathtaking!
Colors - yellows, reds, greens, browns - of undreamt vividnea and
purity. Designs of spots, splotches, streaks and stars, in a palette repeated in
each of a plant's blooms. Shapes, of petals, sepals, stalks and whole plants:
some thrusting boldly outward in conspicuous display. Others coyly hidden,
hugging the terrain.
Does the beauty diminish as biologists begin to learn how DNA controls
flowers' color, shape, form? We don't think so -though Appleyard might
demur. There's beauty enough in these blossoms to myst,ify and enchant
every beholder!
Many of these orchids, of course, are hybrids: new beauty created by
techniques somewhat dependent on science. They are lea authentic - but
perhaps no less alluring - than natural orchids, which, however, most of us
will never see unless they are brought in from the wild and cultiva·ted in
nurseries.
The issue, we think, is not whether God made DNA - or orchids. Rather
- and here we share a concern with science critic Jeremy Rifkin - the key
issue, which is worthy of Appleyard's best effort and everyone else's, is
conservation:protecting natural biotypes of orchids and all other organisms, and their environments, as the authentic sources of life and beauty.

This cri du coeur is widely shared and it accounts in large part for the
rampant irrationality and anti-science
attacks of the New Age movement. But
Appleyard's personal solution to the
problem, since he won't forego antibiotics or airplane rides - and so must
invasion of our souls" (p. 234-35).
acknowledgethe scientific findings
This sad and fearful resolution, we
upon which they are based - is to a
think, was engendered by Appleyard's
personal religious privatism that simply
disregardsscience's assault on religion's · apparent earlier religious enchantment
with science, as a fount of certitude
sustainingbeliefs.
and serene belief. Rauch, more
Emerson Cited
courageously, cites Emerson's remark
that "God offers to every mind its
"For ourselves," he writes, "we
choice between truth and repose.
can begin to define our lives in the
Take which you please, - you can
terms in which we do anyway when
never have both.''
left to our own devices. We can have
In the present context, Emerson's
irreducible affections, values and
''truth'' is the provisional, but
convictions. . . . Such an avowal
vibrant, give and take of discoveries
means the end of the rule of science
and ideas that Appleyard finds so
becauseit deniesthe infinite opendismaying.
endedness and willingness to change
Our vote, obviously, is with
that science needs for its continued

Rauch. We are delighted by his
exuberant defense of scientific freedom
and political democracy, with which it is
inexorably linked.
We think PROBE readers should read
the Appleyard book, for a brilliant
portrayal of the loss of heart that has
created New Age thinking. We think
Nature, the preeminent science journal,
was correct in calling his book "dangerous," because of the anti-rational
political and ideological views it
upholds.
We urge PROBE readers to read the
slender Rauch volume for its uncompromising exaltation of intellectual
freedom.

VitaminSupplementsFail ToExtend Life
Americans spend over $3 billion annually on vitamins and Dr.PH, and co-workers report. They add: ''The risk of cancer
other nutritional supplements. So there is reason to ask whether on mortality for regular users of supplements was not signifithose who use them live longer.
cantly different from that of nonusers."
Experts in health promotion and disease prevention on NaIn one subgroup of participants, men who did not drink
tional Centers for Disease Control (CDC), in Atlanta, set out to alcohol, the analysts found a ''slightly'' reduced risk of deaths
answer this question. They used existing data from 14,000 among those who used vitamins regularly, compared to those
Americanadults whose health has been followed by &tatisticians , who didn't use them at all. But underweight women who used
since 1971. The COC analystsre-interviewed9,000 of the survi- vitamins and other supplements regularly had almost twice the
vorsin this groupwho followedordinarydiets. They describetheir risk of dying as those who did not use supplements.
findingsin the AprilAmericanJournal of PublicHealth:
The CDC investigators add: ''Our findings therefore sup, 'We found no evidence that supplement use was ~ociated
port the current scientific consensus that healthy people do not
with decreased mortality,'' public health specialist Insun Kim, require nutritional supplementation.''
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ClintonHealthWatch
In a lunchoen talk before graduation exercises for the New
York University School of Medicine, Donna E. Shalala, the
Secretaryof Healthand Hwnan Services(HHS),provideddoctors
and guestsa glimpse of her sense of mi~ion:
·
She noted that she came to her new federal post from the
Universityof Wisconsin,where she was president. Sherecalled
that social planner Wilbur Cohen also traveled from Madison
to Washington, during the New Deal, to write much of the
key social legislation of that era, including the Social Security Act.
Her own miS&on,and the Administration's,Shalalamade it
clear, is to write and enact equally revolutionarylegislationthat
will free all Americans from the fear of illness for which they
cannot afford care.
It is hard not to applaud this vision.
But we, like many Americans, have lost confidence in the
government's ability to perform any service effectively, efficiently, and without corruption. Social Security, with its dire
fiscal problems,high cost, and weak performance,is just one
example.
Beyondthe staggeringcomplexityof health care reform, the
Administrationhas a majorjob, which it has not addressedvery
well as yet: restoring the American people's confidence tha:t
governmentcan work - for them!

tions. These visits also would provide for physical checkups,
includinghearing, seeing, and other problems that can impair a
child's growth and development.
Privatepediatriciansprovidethis kind of care anyway. Compliance should not be a problem. For families who use public
health services~there may tie ways to insw-ethese developmentally importanthealth interventionsthat serve the commonweal
as well as their particular children; high rates of "herd immunity" protect everyone.
People want social entitlements,like welfare. We see nothing wrong with society insisting that they take care of their
children's health before they get their food stamps.

Howard...

continuedfrom page I
university,Walters launched a wide-rangingattack on all studies of genetic and biological correlatesof violence. Since thtm,
Drs. Tancredi and Davidson said by phone they have heard no
further from Miller or the universityon the project.
"We haven't heard any more," Davidsonsaid.
A call to Dr. Miller, at Howard, for comment, was not
returned.

BrainStudies Foreseen

One focus of the Howard study would have been the use of
positron emission tomography (PET), an imaging method, to
study the brains of violent persons. Dr. Tancredi and psy###
chiatrist Nora D. Volkow, M.D., a PET expert at Brookhaven
HHS Chief Shalala and the Clinton Administration already National Laboratory, in Upton, N.Y., visited Howard's medihave compromisedon one of their goals: ''universal purchase'' cal campus to look at possible PET sites, according to
of all vaccines needed by American children. Under the draft Tancredi.
ComprehensiveChild Immunization Act of 1993, only poor
He and Volkowhave collaborated for several years on PET
childrenand those whose parents claim they are poor would get studies of violent people. They have published, among other
free shots. This plan is called "universal acce~," and is things, a report on four incarceratedpsychiatricpatients with a
cheaperfor the government- and for taxpayers.
history of "purposele~ violent behavior." All four "showed
The drug industry argues, convincingly,that the problem of evidence of blood flow and metabolic disorders in the left
low immunization rates - 42% among Los Angeles county temporallobe,'' they reported in the BritishJournal of Psychiatoddlers,for example - reflects the lo~ of public health infra- try (vol. 151, pp. 668-73, 1987). These studies would have
structure and medical and governmental commitment to sell been widened and extended at the Howard center, had it been
parentsthe notion, and then compel them to have their children initiated as planned last year.
immunized.
###
A model exists, close at hand, of what needs to be done:
All states have·now passed laws that require proof of immu- The fact that Howard was trying - successfully - to obtain
nization before a child can enter kindergarten at age 5. These federal funding for a center to investigate behavioral and
laws are very effective.
biomedicalaspects of violenceshouldlay to rest black activists'
Theproblemnow is toddlersbetween ages 1 and 5; legal and charge that such studies are a white, racist effort to subjugate
illegal immigrants;and religious groups that object to immuni- blacks.
Howard's subsequentcave-in to extremistsis, in psychiatrist
z.ation.There is also a growing - and shocking- New Age
effort,which is led by chiropractors,to persuadeparentsto have Davidson's word, a ''tragedy,'' because it blocks one possible
-possible - route to relieving the epidemic violence that is
their children's spines adjusted rather than be immunized.
The way to solve the problem, and get the toddlers immu- destroyingmany black communities.
The disagreementbetween Howard doctors who wanted to
nized,we think, is to find or create another, earlier compulsory
health opportunity for children at age 18 months to 2 years. study the problem there, and those at Howard who oppose all
Parentsshould be urged - and ultimately coerced - to bring such studies, also illwninates the difficulties black academics
all children to pediatriciansor general practitionersat this age and scientistsface when they try to pursue politically incorrect
for proof of immuniz.ation,and to make up for missed vaccina- research.
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Contrasting NIHViews On Crime Conference
"[A] superb job of assessing the underlying scientific, legal, ethical and public policy issues."

- NIH award ,etter for U. of Maryland conference grant
"(A]n excellent grant application for a conference on a timely and important topic . It will likely be considered a landmark in
the field.''
- NIH study section referee's report on grant application
"[An] inappropriately ill-conceived, dangerously inflammatory conference in the way it was promoted ....
socially irresponsible for it to go forward.''
- NIH chief Healy, to AP

Leaders• • •

continued from page I
meeting is being held June 1-4,in Bethesda; we will report on it.
After objections were raised to the University of Maryland
conference last swnmer, NIB froze the funding, stopping the
October event. Diggs wrote to the university's provost, Jacob
K. Goldhaber, on September 4, calling his attention to a paragraph in the promotional brochure (See Box, below).
''These statements not only inflamed public opinion but also
represent a radical divergence from the topics for which the
grant was awarded,'' Diggs charged.
He went on to say that the university's conference organizer,
attorney David Wassennan, "grotesquely distorted the nature
and scope of the meeting that was originally approved through
the peer review process.''
In fact, however, the paragraph that Diggs - and presumably Healy - objected to is taken verbatim from the grant
application, a copy of which was supplied to PROBE by the
University (See Box, above). So was the rest of it.
"Despite some concerns," the NIH referee's report, dated
July I, 1992, states, "th.is is considered over all to be an
excellent grant application for a conference on a timely and

Bone of Contention
This is the paragraph in the University of Maryland's
promotional brochure that NIH took exception to. It is
identical to a high up paragraph in the University's grant
application, with citations from the literature deleted:
Researchers have already begun to study the genetic
regulation of violent and Impulsive behavior and to search
for genetic markers associated with criminal conduct.
Their work Is motivated in part by the early successes of
research on the genetics of behavioral and psychiatric
conditions like alcoholism and schizophrenia . But genetic research also gains Impetus from the apparent
failure of environmental approaches to crime - deterrence, diversion, and rehabilitation - to affect the dramatic increases in crime, especially violent crime, that
this country has experienced over the past 30 years.
Genetic research holds out the prospect of Identifying
individuals who may be predisposed to certain kinds of
criminal conduct, of isolating environmental features
which trigger these predispositions, and of treating some
predispositions with drugs and unintruslve therapies.

It would have been

important topic. It will likely be considered a landmark. . . ."
In its subsequent grant awards letter, according to the University, NIB said that the conference organizer did ''a superb
job of assessing the underlying scientific, legal, ethical, and public
policy issues" ofbiolog.ical research on violence and crime .
In the months that followed the freezing of the funds, little
progress was made in resolving the dispute. In March, Goldhaber
wrote to Diggs, saying :
"Although it was our understanding that review and approval of the brochure's content by the NIH was the single
precondition to the release of funds for the conference, the
remedial action taken by the University has resulted in neither
restoration of funding nor official tennination.''
11ie University could not invoke NIB's appeals process unless
the grant was tenninated. Goldhaber asked for a yes or no.
On April 22, Diggs wrote back, tenninating the grant "for
cause." He said:
"Specifically, the University prepared and distributed a brochure whose language appeared to discount the environmental
factors in crime and gave the distinct impression that there is a
genetic basis for criminal behavior, a theory that has never
been scientifically validated."
He went on to charge that the University "violated" the
tenns of the grant "by creating an environment that has made it
impossible for the proposed conference to proceed in a scientifically objective manner, and by removing any likelihood that
it would produce meaningful results, as contemplated by both
the University and the NIH at the time of the award."

Objections Voiced
Diggs' boss, Healy, meanwhile told the AP that, "We as
scientists and physicians believe it was an inappropriately illconceived, dangerously inflammatory conference in the way it
was promoted." She added that "it would have been socially
irresponsible for it to go forward." • ~.
The University has filed an appeal of the grant tennination.
We phoned NIH, noting that the language in the original
brochure came directly from the grant application that had been
approved and highly praised at NIH. We asked for comment
by Diggs and Healy. Diggs called back. Healy didn't.
We asked Diggs if NIH only approved grants for conferences on "scientifically validated" subjects, as his legal letter
to the University implied.
"Not at all," Diggs replied - raising for our mind the
question of why he had written the phrase into his legal letter.
Rather, Diggs said: "I think tl1e application went to great
continued on page 8
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length to put together a conference in which scholars would
debate both sides of the question,'• the two sides being biological causes of crime vis-a-vis"environmental," or socioeconomic,
factors.
''The basis of the approval was that both sides would be
brought in, and there would be a balanced discussion.''
Our reading of the grant proposal, however, shows that it
focuses exclusively on the prospects and the problems of the
biological approach to research on crime. Neither explicitly nor
implicitly was the conference said to be about environmental
factors in violence and crime. Also, contrary to Diggs' assertion, the approved grant proposal makes no effort to present or
balance the two approaches.
We pointed out to Diggs that the paragraph in the brochure

that distressed NIH was quoted verbatim from the grant
application, with only the deletion of bibliography citations.
He replied, contrary to what he stated in bis two letters to the
University, that it was not the language in the paragraph that
was objectionable, but rather that the brochure was "out of
context,'' s~ce it failed ~ provide equal weight to environmental factors in crime, as the grant proposal did.
But it dido 't.
Diggs, in short, defended the University's grant application,
which NIH had approved, but blamed the problem on the
brochure. But Healy (See above), confusinglybut perhapsmore
forthrightly,branded the conference- which could only mean
the propooll, and ,wt the follow-up brochure as "ill cooceived."
Diggs and Healy can't both be right, since they disagree
on the source of the problem. Healy is responsible for
Diggs' statements - which do not jibe with the facts.
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